Beauty
Overview

HoneyBelle®

BelleCore’s
babyBelle®
&
HoneyBelle®
bodybuffers utilize a dual action combination of
random orbital oscillating and pulsating motions
to deliver a powerful soft tissue massage. The
strong vibrations penetrate the deep tissues
and break up rigid collagen bridges responsible
for the unseemly dimples characteristic of
cellulite. Enhanced blood and lymphatic flow
and powerful exfoliation all result in smoother,
younger looking skin. The bodybuffers are CE
certified, FDA registered and listed as 510(k)
exempt class 1 devices.

Dual Action
Motion

Clinical Cellulite Trial
In an independently conducted
consumer trial a test group of 25
women used the bodybuffer twice
a day for 4 weeks:
• 95% reported smoother skin;
• 70% statistically significant
improvement in the appearance
of their cellulite

babyBelle®

Testimonial*
“It's been 3 weeks and I am
definitely seeing my cellulite
smoothing out - and it makes my
muscles feel alive. I am thrilled
with it and will continue to use it.
This absolutely does what it says.
Your product should be in every
woman's life.” Patty, NY
* for additional testimonials see reverse side
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Additional Testimonials
“I’m someone who exercises a lot,
I’m small and thin yet nothing has
ever improved that jiggle problem
which only gets worse as I age. So
the improvements I feel in my legs
are amazing and fantastic and worth
the price of the bodybuffer alone,
but, on top of that, my cellulite is
also better. ” Ke, OK

“After years of living with cellulite,
the dimples are melting away, my
skin is firmer, it almost glows - and
using it on my calf and thigh areas
after running gets rid of that tight,
sore feeling. THIS IS GREAT.”
Barbara B, CA
“It’s a great stress reliever in
addition to it battling cellulite. I’ve
been using it on my arms, midsection, rear, and thigh areas. In
just two weeks I have noticed
significant improvements.
I’m
recommending it to all my friends.”
Bibi, FL

Inducted into the Neiman Marcus Hall of Fame 2013
Winner Neiman Marcus Beauty Awards

Tools & Gadgets 2011 & 2012
About BelleCore: BelleCore was founded in 2007 by four Boston doctors, an entrepreneur and a
medaled triathlete. The patented design was developed in collaboration with M.I.T. & Harvard
trained engineers. The first product, HoneyBelle® bodybuffer, was launched in 2010.
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